NLA
Introduction
The NLA Schools Licence
has been granted by NLA
media access through CLA,
which is acting as the
official agent.

SCHOOLS LICENCE
USER GUIDELINES
The Licence permits your school to do the following
within clearly defined limits:
Make hard copies of print newspaper cuttings
Make electronic copies of print newspaper cuttings
Make electronic copies of digital newspaper cuttings
Make hard copies of digital newspaper cuttings

What the NLA Schools Licence covers
By making copies we mean:
Reproducing an article by reprographic or manual means, such as
Photocopying
Printing
Scanning
Retyping/transcribing
Copy and pasting content
Emailing
Uploading to VLE
Projecting onto a screen
A ‘cutting’ is inclusive of the text and still images that make up an article in a newspaper.
Cutting and article are used here interchangeably.
School staff can make - or authorise the making of – copies of newspaper cuttings from NLA
titles and NLA Newspaper websites for distribution to pupils, pupils’ parents, staff members
and school governors.
To check the print and digital NLA Newspaper titles that you can copy from, simply run the title through
the CLA Check Permissions tool.
The Copyright Licensing
Agency Ltd

In respect of NLA Newspaper websites, those marked (ND) are not covered by the NLA Schools
Licence and therefore material from those sites cannot be copied under the terms of the Licence.
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The school must own the newspaper that is being copied, unless the article is from the NLA’s
Newspapers for Schools database or the school has paid a copyright fee for the specific material.
If it is a NLA Newspaper website, the school must have subscribed to the publication, unless it is
a free-to-view site.
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How many copies can I make?
You can make as many copies of a cutting as is needed for the intended purpose, but should
not make more than required.

How much can I copy?
Per title, you can copy one article or up to 5% of an NLA Newspaper for any course of
study (or other specified purpose, such as governors’ meeting) within an academic year.
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What changes can I make to a copy?
Articles must be copied verbatim – it is not permitted to edit or change the text or images;
photographs and illustrations cannot be used separately from the article to which they relate.
The only exceptions to this are:
Highlighting or blanking out sections of the article for teaching purposes
Creating an accessible copy for someone with a reading impairment
If someone authorised to make or receive copies under the Licence is unable to read the
material due to a physical impairment that prevents them from doing so, the school can make
an ‘accessible copy’ in a format that makes it possible for that person to access the newspaper
content, for example creating audio or adapted visual content.

Storage of copies
Once copies have been used for the intended purpose, they should, at the end of the academic
year, be destroyed unless they can be used again, such as when the course of study is repeated
the following year. In that case, the copies should be stored and re-reported at each subsequent
use in the event of a data collection exercise.

Access to copies
You can upload a digital copy to a VLE or secure network location, where each copy is secure
by way of limiting access to only registered users requiring a password.
It is not permitted to place a cutting on a publically accessible network or website.
Copies that have been placed on a VLE can be accessed remotely by staff or students within the UK
as part of a school activity as associated with the intended purpose. That person can view and print
a single copy as required for the intended purpose but is not allowed to do any further copying of
the newspaper material.
If staff or student is accessing remotely from outside the UK, the Licence can go so far as to authorise
them to receive the content but any action beyond that is subject to local laws.

Identifying and recording/reporting what is being copied
Each year, CLA conducts Data Collection Exercises (DCE) in selected schools in order to ensure
accurate distribution of fees according to which titles have been copied. The NLA Schools Licence
requires schools to comply with CLA’s Data Collection in Schools – please see the CLA website
(
) for
detailed information on the requirements of recording and reporting print and digital copies made
under the Licence. If selected for DCE, staff at your school will, for a matter of weeks, be required
to report bibliographic details and usage of all print and digital newspaper content.
It is good practice always to identify what your school has copied to respect the moral rights of the
author. Taking this step also ensures that all copies are easily reportable to CLA should your school
be selected for DCE. All copies should be identified with the bibliographic details of the source, such
as the title and date of the publication; where a resource has been created by cut-and-pasting content
from a NLA newspaper, the source of each cutting should be identified as specified above at the foot
of each page.
This document is intended for use as guidance only and not as a substitute for the licence
terms themselves, which should be read in full. In the event of conflict between the two,
the licence shall prevail. If you are in any doubt as to what may or may not be copied under
the Licence, or have any further questions, you should contact our Customer Services
Department (education.customers@cla.co.uk).
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